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A    GENERAL RULES
1) These rules set out the principal terms and conditions of Joe Jennings
 Bookmakers Limited (JJBL) as required by The Gambling Commission. An
 expanded set of rules is available, on request at the counter. Our expanded
 rules are also available on our website at joejennings.co.uk
2) JJBL may amend these rules at any time, and any addition, deletion or 
 amendment which is made by a notice displayed in these premises is to be
 read as being part of these Rules.
 A) Special Bets, Bonuses and Concessions.
  1) Bets that incorporate bonuses and concessions are
   settled in accordance with the specified rules issued
   for those bets.
  2) These rules can be found separately either on the
   special slip produced for acceptance and/or on a
   separate rules display notice.
3) The placing of a bet with JJBL, signifies your acceptance of our rules, whether
 or not you have familiarised yourself with them. It is the customer’s
 responsibility to ensure that they are familiar with these rules.
4) All bets are deemed to be for events taking place on the day of placement
 unless instructions clearly stipulate otherwise.
5) Once accepted, a bet can only be cancelled by mutual consent.
6) JJBL reserves the right to refuse the whole or part of any bet prior to
 acceptance.
7) JJBL reserves the right to suspend or cease betting on a market at any time 
 without notice.
8) Under 18 restriction:
 A) By Law, persons under the age of eighteen are not permitted on
  these premises.
 B) Any bets taken in error by somebody under the age of eighteen
  will be void, win or lose.
9) Betting Contract:
 A) Bets may be placed by writing instructions on a betting slip/
  coupon or by completing a mark-sense slip and then presenting
  the slip/coupon, together with the full stake, to a member of staff.
 B) The transaction slip is a record of payment, it is NOT a contract.
  The contract arises when a bet is placed on a market offered on
  an event and the bet is not void under the terms of these rules.
10) Receipts:
 A) Customers are required to retain their receipts until all bets on
  the slip can be fully settled.
 B) It is the responsibility of the customer to keep their receipt safe.
 C) Any returns due will be paid upon surrender of the receipt.
 D) Any ‘lost receipts’ will only be paid provided that
  1) JJBL are fully satisfied that the claim is genuine.
  2) The customer complies fully with JJBL’s ‘lost ticket’ procedures.
11) Obvious Errors:
 A) An LBO is, by its very nature, a fast moving environment where
  events and odds move rapidly and bets are taken continuously,
  consequently mistakes can occur. Despite every effort to ensure
  complete accuracy, the company cannot be held responsible for
  any typing, human or other obvious mistake which leads to any
  errors or omissions, including the announcing, publishing or
  marking of odds, handicaps, place terms, runners or results other
  than those intended, or bets being taken which contravene the 
  Company’s rules.
 B) In cases where a bet has been taken, for any reason, at an
  incorrect price, the bet will be settled at the correct price, or
  terms available with JJBL, at the time the bet was placed. This will 
  happen whether the amendment is in favour of JJBL or in favour
  of the customer.
 C) JJBL reserves the right to similarly correct any other errors.

12) Disputes:
 A) JJBL aim to resolve all disputes locally, but where this is not
  possible the dispute can be taken to the Independent Betting
  Adjudication Service (IBAS) for adjudication on the basis of these
  rules.
 B) JJBL are committed to be bound by the decision of IBAS.
 C) IBAS can be contacted at:
  Address:  PO Box 44781
    London SW1 0WR
  Telephone:  020 7881 2690
  Website:  www.ibas-uk.com
  Email:  postmaster@ibas-uk.co.uk
13) Cheating:
 A) JJBL reserves the right to void any or all bets made by any
  person or group of persons acting in an attempt to defraud the
  company where there is evidence of price, race, match or event
  rigging or breach of a rule applied by the governing body of the
  sport concerned ( see section 15.1 of the Gambling Commission’s 
  Licence Conditions and Codes of Practice).
 

 B) Where evidence exists of rigging or some other act which has
  unfairly affected the result, or where there is evidence of a series
  of bets each containing the same selection(s) having been placed
  by or for the same individual or syndicate of individuals, the
  company reserves the right to make bets void or withold
  payment of returns pending the outcome of any subsequent
  investigation.
 C) Where JJBL believes that one or more  individuals have placed or
   are attempting to place bets in a fraudulent or deceptive manner,
  then all stake monies and potential winnings will be witheld
  pending further investigation by JJBL’s Security Department an
   the local Police.

B ACCEPTANCE RULES
14) Odds
 A) All odds offered are subject to fluctuation unless an Ante-Post or
  Early/Board/Guide price is accepted.
 B) Odds are accepted as transmitted by our official information
  service provider(s) (subject to rule 11) and not from any other
  broadcast source.
 C) Where there is a difference between the odds on the slip/coupon
  and the odds offered by JJBL at the time the bet is placed, then
  the bet will be settled at the latter odds on the slip/coupon
  having been specifically and deliberately authorised, at our
  complete discretion, by JJBL staff by means of manual
  endorsement on the slip/coupon.
15) Slip Capture System (SCS):
 A) JJBL shops operate an automated SCS. Bets will be processed 
  through a scanner and a receipt, which has a unique bet number
  and shows a photo image of the bet, printed (or printed details of
  your bet in the case of mark sense slips).
 B) For a bet to be valid, the bet number and image or printed bet
  details must be registered on the SCS and be printed on the
  receipt.
 C) In the case of mark sense slips customers should check the
  receipt of each bet placed to ensure that the selections shown
  correspond with the original intention. In the event of a dispute
  the details on the printed receipt will take precedence.
16) Placing Your Bet:
 A) It is the responsibility of the customer to ensure the details of the 
  bet including timing, instructions, spelling and stakes are correct
  on the printed receipt before leaving the counter.
 B) The bet will be settled on the instructions as written on the
  betting slip before acceptance (as varied, if necessary, under rule
  11 and 14C).
 C) JJBL staff are instructed not to hand bets back to customers
  under any circumstances once the bet has been processed. 
  Should a customer’s bet be returned with the official receipt, the
  bet will be declared void, win or lose.
 D) No verbal instruction given to staff at the time the bet was placed,
  or written instruction added to the printed receipt after it has
  been processed, will be taken into account for settling purposes.
 E) Should your bet include a non-runner and you become aware o
   this prior to the start of the event, then JJBL staff may, at their
  complete discretion, amend your bet with a replacement
  selection.  
17) ‘Off Slip’ Procedure : 
 A) The company’s SCS has an automated ‘off slip’ for all Horse,
  Greyhound and Numbers events covered in the full LBO Service
  and bets are valid if placed up to that time. 
 B) Except where express prior authorisation is given by JJBL, and
  this is manually endorsed on the slip by a member of staff, single
   bets placed after the off will be deemed ‘late’ and will be void, 
  win or lose.
 C) In multiple bets ‘late’ selections will be treated as non runners.
 D) In all events where rule 17A is not relevant, the following rules
  apply. 
  1) Where a race or event is live and visible on our shop
   screen system bets will be accepted up to the actual
    ‘off’ of the race or event. 
  2) Where a race or event is not live or visible on our
   shop screen system bets will  be accepted up to the
    advertised start time.  Any bet that is placed after 

   this time will be void, unless we are satisfied that the
   bet was placed before the actual start of the event.                                                                      
  3) In the event of there being a dispute over the time at
   which a bet was placed, then the time at which it wa
   recorded on the SCS will govern the settlement.
18) ‘In Running’ :
 Where a bet is expressly placed ‘In-Running’ on a valid event offered by JJBL
 then rule17 shall not apply.
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19) Related Contingencies :
 A) JJBL does not accept multiple wagers where the respective
  outcomes are related unless a ‘special accumulative price’ is
  advertised at the time of acceptance.
  1) Related  Contingency means that should one event
   happen the outcome of another event in the wager
   becomes more likely to happen. (e.g. England to win
   the semi final of the World Cup in a double with
   England to win the final / The same horse to win the
   2000 Guineas and the Derby / A footballer to score
   the first goal and his team to win). 
  2) If a Related Contingency bet is accepted in error
   then the whole stake will be equally divided as
   singles on the selections at the odds available at the
    time of acceptance. 
  3) If no odds were available at the time of acceptance
   then that part of the bet will be void. 
20) Telephoned, faxed and e-mailed bets, postal bets or bets put through
 letter boxes are not accepted and all such bets will be made void, win or
 lose.
21) Racecard Order : Where a particular race is indicated by using race card order, 
 i.e.third race etc. then the race is taken as placed and timed in the day’s
 programme as given in The Racing Post with allowances being made for
 obvious errors. 

C EVENTS ON WHICH BETS ARE ACCEPTED 
22) In order to avoid any uncertainty customers are encouraged to ask JJBL staff 
 about the acceptability of any selection. The term “in addition bets may be 
 available where the odds are provided in this shop” means that we may, at our 
 discretion, provide odds and accept bets that are not obviously available from
 our screen or newspaper displays.   
23) Horse Racing : Bets are accepted for horse race meetings held under the
 rules of the Horseracing Regulatory Authority, Irish Turf Club or their
 equivalentbodies abroad as long as, in each case, the racecard is published in
 The Racing Post or where the odds are provided in this shop.  
24) Dog Betting : Bets are accepted for all Dog Meetings covered by our service
 provider(s) and any other dog meeting (subject to our discretion) where the
 racecard is printed in the Racing Post or where the odds are provided in the
 shop. We do not accept Greyhound Placers or Forecast accumulators. We do
 not accept forecast trebles at non/bags races. Any such aforementioned bets
 accepted will be void win or lose.
25) Football :
 A) Bets are accepted on all principal English & Scottish Football
  competitions (this includes; English Premier League,
  Championship, Leagues 1 & 2, Scottish Premier League, Scottish
  1, 2, & 3) and any domestic cup matches involving at least one
  team from these divisions.  Bets are also accepted on the
  principal English Non-League Division, all competitive
  International matches, all Champions League & UEFA Cup
  matches (excluding qualifying matches), and bets from the
  principal divisions from Germany, Spain, France and Italy. This list
  is considered by JJBL to be Grade 1 Football events.   
 B) In addition bets may be available on any other Football match
  where the odds are provided in this shop.  
26) All Other Sports : Bets are accepted for all sporting events where they are 
 specifically advertised by JJBL or the odds are provided in this shop.  
27) Non- Sporting Betting Events : Bets are available from time to time on non-
 sporting events as advertised by JJBL or where the odds are provided in this
 shop.
28) Numbers Betting including Virtual Events : Bets are accepted on various
 National Lottery draws and any Industry Lottery draw covered by our service
 provider(s), as well as a range of Virtual Betting Events covered by our service
 provider(s).  
29) Unless a customer receives specific written JJBL authorisation of our
 acceptance of a bet in advance then all bets inadvertently accepted for
 any event not covered by rules 23 through to 28 will be declared void,
 win or lose.
30) JJBL does NOT accept the following types of bets :
 A) Conditional or ‘Any To Come’ bets other than the following ;
  1) Round Robin
  2) Flag
  3) Super Flag
 B) Equally Divided bets
 C) Jockey / Owner / Trainer selections 
 D) In each instance the following exception will apply ;
  1) Where the customer has prior agreement with JJBL regarding
  the acceptance of the bet. 
  2) JJBL’s agreement of acceptance must, in all cases, be
  confirmed by our staff initialling the bet prior to acceptance.

D PAYOUT LIMITS
31) Group / syndicate betting : Maximum payout limits apply to any customer or
 group of customers who JJBL believe are acting together and who have
 backed the same combination of selections, including where placed in a
 series of bets, at arange of prices, over several days or across different branches. 

32) Where bets have been placed on different days the maximum payout is 
 determined by the day on which the final event on each slip is resolved rather 
 than the day on which each individual bet is placed.
33) Multiple bets : For multiple bets involving events with different maximum
 limits, the lowest limit will apply. 
34) The maximum payout limits listed below will apply, even where the
 customer accepts the odds that are available and as a result the level of
 potential winnings exceeds the amounts shown. This remains the case even
 when the odds are taken with the knowledge of JJBL staff. 
35) Horse Racing
 A)  GB & Irish racing covered by the full LBO service                £250,000
 B)  GB & Irish racing NOT covered by the full LBO service                    £25,000
 C)  Any Ante-Post bet                                       £100,000
 D)  Foreign racing win and E/W bets covered by the full LBO service  £100,000
 E)  Foreign racing win and E/W bets NOT covered by the
       full LBO service                                                                                                   £25,000
 F)  All other Foreign racing bets                    £5,000 
 G)  GB & Irish Tote bets not entered in to the Tote Pool                              £25,000
36) Dog Racing
 A)  GB & Irish racing covered by full LBO service                                           £50,000
 B)  Foreign racing covered by the full LBO service                                          £5,000
 C)  All Races Live on TV ( Terrestrial or Satellite                                       £25,000
 D)  Meetings at Wimbledon, Crayford, Romford and Hove.                     £10,000
 E)  All other dog meetings                                           £5,000
37) Football
 A) All Grade 1 Football              £100,000
 B) All other Football                 £25,000
38) Sports
 A) Golf                                         £50,000
 B) Boxing, Cricket, Formula 1, Rugby Union, Rugby League,
  Snooker, Tennis                 £25,000
 C) All Other Sports covered by these rules                                   £10,000
39) Non Sports & Any Sport not covered by these rules                 £5,000

40) Numbers Betting (including Virtual Racing)                                             £50,000 

E ENGLISH, IRISH & SOUTH AFRICAN HORSE AND DOG BET 
 SETTLEMENT 
41) Official Result : 
 A) All bets will be settled on the official result following the end of
  a race. 
 B) In Horse Racing all bets will be settled after the “weighed in”
  notification except where ‘First Past The Post’ is clearly indicated
  in which case the bet is settled accordingly. 
42) First Past the Post (FPP) 
 A) JJBL will settle bets on a FPP result (as opposed to the Official
  Result) where the bet instruction is specific and unambiguous.
 B) FPP bets are accepted for win and each way singles and multiples
  on Horse Racing in the UK, Ireland and South Africa only. 
 C) The maximum payout to any one customer is £50,000 
 D) The following are exceptions where we will pay the official resul
   only :
  1) Ante Post bets 
  2) UK or Foreign Tote bets 
  3) Forecasts and Tricasts
  4) A void race 
  5) A selection carrying the wrong weight or the jockey
   failing to weigh in. 
  6) A selection taking the wrong course. 
  7) A selection given as a winner or placed, in error by
   the judge. 
  8) Incorrect transmission of a result. 
  9) Any bets placed on ‘Favourites’, ‘Distances’, ‘Jockey
   Challenge’, 
   ‘Without the Favourite’ or ‘Special Match Bet’ markets 
          10) Two runner races.
          11) Place part of any Each Way bet.
43) Odds : 
 A) Unless an Early, Board or Guide price has been taken or Tote odds
  have been specified, all bets will be settled at the Starting
  Price (SP). 
 B) Bets will be void, win or lose, in the event of no SP being returned.  
 C) Where an Early, Board or Guide price is requested, it will apply to
  that selection in all win and each way bets on that betting slip,
  unless it is clearly stated otherwise.
44) Dead Heat :
 A) Win Only Selections : 
  1) In the case of a dead heat, stakes will be divided by
   the number of runners in the dead heat. 
  2) The divided stake is settled at full odds between the
    dead heating horses. 
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 B) Each Way Selections :
  1) Where an each way bet involves a dead head heat
   winner then the win part of the bet will be settled as
   in rule 44A above and the place part will be settled
   in full, in accordance with the relevant place terms.  
  2) Should the dead heat involve placed selections and
   results in more than the allocated number of places,
   then the stakes will be divided and settled to the full
   place terms.
45) Favourite :
 A) The Favourite is the horse/dog which is returned at the shortest
  odds.
 B) Bets are accepted :
  1) On Horse Racing on First or Second favourite only. 
   Third or any other kind of Favourite are not accepted
   and any such bet will be void, win or lose.
  2) On Dog Racing on First favourite only.  Second or
   any other kind of Favourite are not accepted and any
   such bet will be void, win or lose.
 C) Where a client backs the First or Second Favourite and two or
  more start at the same price, then the stake is divided equally
  over the Joint or Co-Favourites thus created.  
 D) Where a horse is withdrawn not under orders but is still returned
  Favourite, then that Favourite is treated as a non runner.
 E) Early, Board or Guide prices cannot be taken on unnamed
  favourites. If taken in error the bet will be settled at SP.
 F) Each Way bets are not accepted and if taken in error, the place
  part will be void.
46) Each-Way Betting : 
 A) Bets will be settled to win unless each way is clearly indicated.
  Bets are not accepted where the place stake exceeds the win
  stake. If taken excess place stakes will be void - win or lose.  
 B) Each way doubles, trebles etc will be settled as two distinct bets
  i.e. win to win and place to place. 
 C) Unless specifically advertised, place only bets (other than Tote
  bets) are not accepted. If taken in error place stakes will be
  made void - win or lose.  
 D) Unless specifically advertised the place part of bets will be
  calculated according to the following schedule which is
  determined by the number of runners coming “under starter’s
  orders” and not by the number of declared runners or by the
  number of runners when a price is laid
  1) In Horse Racing
  Non-handicaps                   Runners             Handicaps
  WIN only   2-4       WIN only
  1/4 odds 1,2   5-7       1/4 odds 1,2
  1/5 odds 1,2,3  8-11       1/5 odds 1,2,3
  1/5 odds 1,2,3 12-15      1/4 odds 1,2,3
  1/5 odds 1,2,3  16 or more      1/4 odds 1,2,3,4
  2) In Dog Racing
   i)  Fewer than 5 runners, the place part goes on to
        win (Win Only)
   ii) In races of 5 to 7 runners the place part will be
       settled at 1/4 odds for the 1st and 2nd  
   iii) In races of 8 runners or more the place part will
         be settled at 1/5 the odds for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd.
47) Withdrawals :
 A) In Horse Racing :
  1) Where a horse is withdrawn before coming “Under
   Starter's Orders”, or is officially deemed by the Starter
   to have taken no part in the race, stakes will be
   returned on the withdrawn horse and winning bets
   will be subject to deductions in accordance with
   “Tattersalls’ Rule 4(c)”.
   The rate of deduction will be based on the following
   scale:-
   1/9 or shorter             90p            Evens to 6/5            45p
   2/11 to 2/17                85p           5/4   to   6/4             40p
   1/4 to 1/5                     80p           8/5   to   7/4             35p
   3/10 to 2/7                  75p           9/5   to   9/4             30p
   2/5 to 1/3                    70p         12/5   to   3/1             25p
   8/15 to 4/9                  65p         16/5   to   4/1             20p
   8/13 to 4/7                  60p           9/2   to  11/2            15p
   4/5 to 4/6                    55p           6/1   to    9/1            10p
   20/21 to 5/6               50p         10/1   to 14/1 5p  
                   over 14/1 no deduction
  2) In the event of two or more horses being withdrawn
   before coming “Under Starter's Orders”, the total Rule
   4 deductions shall not exceed 90 pence in the pound.
  3) Should a horse be withdrawn and a new market
   formed :
   i)  Any bets laid at prices prior to the new show will
   be subject to the above deductions. 
   

   ii)  In the event of a further withdrawal after the market has been
         re-formed, bets placed at revised prices in the original 
         market will be subject to a further deduction based on the
         price of the withdrawn horse in the original market. Bets 
         placed in the new market will be subject to a deduction based
         on the current price.
            4)           The above scale will also apply in the case of non-runners in 
   Early Price races and will be used for other events where it is
   specifically advertised that deductions in line with Rule 4 will 
   apply, as is the case with some other Sporting events.
                                      B)      In Dog Racing : 

           1)    All bets taken at Early or Board Prices will be settled at SP. Rule 
  4 deductions will not apply.
           2) Vacant Trap : Where a client selects a trap number from which no
  selection runs, in Singles, Doubles, Trebles, etc. this will be treated
  as a non-runner.
48) Abandoned, Voided or Postponed (to another day) Races :
 A) Bets, other than Ante Post, will be void and monies returned if a
  race is abandoned or officially declared void. 
 B) In Horse Racing :
  1) If postponed to another day and overnight
   declarations stand, then bets stand, providing the
   venue or running surface (as opposed to the ‘Going’)
   is not altered.
  2) If the overnight declarations do not stand or the 
   venue or running surface (as opposed to the ‘Going’)
   is altered, bets are void and monies returned.
49) Delayed (to later the same day) Races :
 A) In Horse Racing if, for any reason, races are set back to later in the
  day, the settling of all bets will be governed by the time
  advertised in The Racing Post, (for example, if the 2.00 race is run
  at 2.30, the bet will stand for the 2.00 race as advertised).
 B) In Dog Racing where a race is re-run :
   1) Single bets will stand, unless the customer requests
   the bet to be made void prior to the race being
   re-run.  
  2) All multiple bets stand.
  3) Where a Price has been taken on the original running
   of the race this will be ignored and settlement will
   be at the Starting Price returned on the re-run. 
50) Walkovers and Void Races : These count as races but any selection so
 involved will be treated as a non-runner. 
51) Reserves :
 A) In Horse Racing reserves are treated as normal runners with any
  stakes returned if they do not take part.
 B) In Dog Racing :
  1) Should a reserve run from a trap number stated by a
   client, this will be deemed to be the selection. 
  2) Where a selection is named and replaced by a
   reserve then the selection will be treated as a non
   runner. 
52) Doubly Engaged Selections :
 A) Where a selection is doubly engaged and a specific race is
   requested.
  1) The selection will be considered a bet for that race
   only.
  2) If the selection runs in another race, then it will be
   treated as a non-runner.  
 B) Where a selection is doubly engaged and a specific race is not
  requested or an incorrect race is requested then the selection will
  be deemed to be for the first race in which the selection actually
  runs after the bet was placed.
 C) If two selections, one of which is doubly engaged, are included in 
  accumulative or multiple bets but run in the same race, then the
  selection which is doubly engaged will be automatically timed
  for the race in which the entries do not clash.
53) Where a track holds two meetings on the same day unless clearly stated
 which meeting is intended the bet will stand for the first meeting to
 commence after bet acceptance.

54) ‘Through The Card’ (TTC) bets :
 A) Where bet instructions indicate an intention for a ‘Through The
  Card’ bet but stakes are for fewer races than there are on the
  programme, then the bet will be treated as understaked
  (see rule 73) and the stake will be apportioned to cover all the
  races.  
 B) When a customer stakes for more races than scheduled, the bet
  will be treated as overstaked (see rule 74) and excess monies will
  be returned.
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55) Additional Horse Racing Bets : 
 A) ‘Winning Distance’ Betting 
  1) This is a fixed odds bet, available on selected Horse
   Race meetings and is based on predicting the
   correct total of the winning distances for all races at
   that meeting. 
  2) The maximum distance for a single race is 12 lengths
   for Flat racing and 30 lengths for National Hunt. 
  3) In the event of a walkover, 2 lengths will be awarded
   to a Flat race and 6 lengths will be awarded to a
   National Hunt race. 
  4) In the event that one race is made void or
   abandoned then 2 lengths will be awarded for a flat
   race and 6 lengths for a National Hunt race. 
  5) If two or more races are abandoned then all bets will
    be void unless further races could not affect the
   result. 
  6) The distance will be the official declared distance at
   the weigh in.
   Any subsequent alterations will not count for
   settlement purposes. 
  7) The following list represents the numeric unit that
   is used in the calculation for distances less than one
   length.
   i) Short Head 0.10 Lengths
   ii) Head 0.20 Lengths
   iii) Neck 0.30 Lengths
   iv) Half Lengths 0.50 Lengths
 B) ‘Favourites’ Betting 
  1) This is a fixed odds bet, available at selected
   meetings and is based on a points system for the
   finishing positions of favourites in each race. The aim
   is to correctly predict the total number of points for
   he finishing positions of favourites in each race at
   the specified meeting. 
  2) If the favourite is withdrawn then 10 points are
   awarded for that race. 
  3) If there are joint or co favourites then the selection
   will be the one with the lowest race card number. 
  4) In the event of a dead heat then the points for each
    placing will be added and divided by the number
   of selections in the dead heat. 
  5) In the event of a Walkover, then 10 points will be
   awarded for that race. 
  6) In the event that one race is made void or
   abandoned then 10 points will be awarded for that
   race.
  7)  If two or more races are abandoned then all bets will
   unless further races could not affect the result.  
  8) The following is list of the number of points relevant
   placing of favourites. 
   i) First place 25 Points
   ii) Second Place 10 Points
   iii) Third Place 5 Points 
 C) ‘Jockey Challenge’ Betting 
  1) This is a fixed odds bet, available on Jockeys to score
   the most points based on the same points system a
    in ‘Favourites Betting’ Rule (55B/8). 
  2) The result of the jockey challenge is based on the
    jockeys actual rides.
  3) If any jockey does not ride in at least one race all
   bets will be void. 
  4) Void races do not affect the jockey challenge unless
   it means that a jockey fails to ride at least in one race. 
  5) In the event of a jockey being involved in a dead
   heat, then the number of points for each placing will
   be added together and divided by the,number of
   selections involved in the dead heat. 
  6) A walkover counts as a winning ride. Jockey
   challenge bets can not be placed in multiple bets
   with favourites or threesome markets from the same
   meeting. If accepted in error related bet rules will
   apply. 
 D) Jockey Championship (Flat or National Hunt)
  1) Win only accepted. Dead Heat rules may apply.
  2) Bets will be settled to the official decision of the
   relevant governing body
 E) Leading Jockey at a given Meeting or Festival
  1) Win only accepted. Dead Heat rules may apply.
  2) Bets will be settled to the official decision of the
   relevant governing body or sponsor.

56) Additional Dog Racing Bets :
 A) ‘Trap Challenge’ Betting 
  1) Available at selected meetings as advertised. 
  2) Bets stand irrespective of any non-runners.
  3) In the event of one race being declared void or
   abandoned all bets will stand. In the event of two or
   more races being void or abandoned, then all bets
   will be made void, unless further results could not
   affect the outcome. 
  4) If any race result is a dead heat between two runners,
   then half a point will be awarded to each dead
   heated trap number.

 F FOREIGN BET SETTLEMENT (Non English, Irish or South African)
 UK Industry Prices – From time to time JJBL may advertise odds for certain 
 Foreign Races.These prices should be understood to be ‘UK Industry Prices’ 
 regardless of whether they are unique to JJBL or not. These odds are different
 from the ‘Guide Prices’ that may also be displayed on the shop screen system. 
 JJBL will endeavour to distinguish UK Industry Prices from Guide Prices when
 ever necessary. When a customer is in doubt then he/she should ask a
 member of staff for clarification. 
57) Acceptance : 
 A) Bets are accepted for all races abroad where we advertise
  acceptance,  where the race is covered live in this shop or where
  the racecard is published in the Racing Post. 
 B) We do not accept Place Only Foreign Racing bets. Any taken in
  error will be void and stakes refunded.
 C) We do not accept any Tote Jackpot (or similar multi-race Pool bet
  for any Foreign Racing. Any taken in error will be void and stakes
  refunded.
58) Coupling : 
 A) In some Foreign races horses are ‘coupled’ for Tote betting
  purposes, this is to say that they have the same owner and/or
  trainer. Some countries only ‘couple’ for win pools, whilst others ‘
  couple’ for all pools. 
 B) In every instance it is the responsibility of the customer to be
  aware of the local ‘coupling’ arrangements that relate to any bet.
 C) Where ‘coupling’ arrangements exist all local Tote bets are settled 
  accordingly.  
 D) Where a UK Industry SP is returned then local ‘coupling’
  arrangements do not count unless the customer has specifically
  requested a local Tote settlement.
59) Settlement :
 A) In races where a UK Industry SP is made available, then all bets
  will be settled at those prices, unless local Tote odds are
  specifically requested.
 B) In instances where no Industry SP is made available, then bets will
  be settled at local Tote or SP returns. If no local Tote or SP returns
  are declared then all bets will be made void, win or lose. 
 C) In races where an official local SP is returned then, unless ‘Tote’ is
  specified on your bet,  all bets are settled in accordance with our
  general UK rules unless otherwise stated.  
 D) In races covered live in this shop then JJBL may provide Guide
  odds prior to the start of the race, these odds are based on the
  local Tote pools. 
  1) Customers may request these ‘odds’ and will then
   have their bet settled based on those odds subject
   to the return being a maximum of 2 times and a
   minimum of half the returned ‘tote’ dividend.
  2) Any bets accepted at Guide prices are subject to the
   following limitations : 
   i)   Maximum stake of £100 for any single or
   accumulative bet.
   ii)  Maximum unit stake of £10 for any Full Cover or
   Multiple bet type.
  3) These limits may be waived at the sole discretion of
   JJBL if agreed prior to acceptance and where this 
   acceptance is confirmed by a member of staff
   deliberately initialling the bet. 
  4) JJBL reserves the right to refuse acceptance of any
   bet at a Guide price as stated in Rule 6 above.
 E) Unnamed favourites are not accepted in races abroad, unless an
  official local SP or a UK Industry SP is returned. Any bets taken in
   error, will be void.
60) Each-Way Betting :
 A) In races where a UK Industry SP is made available, then all
     each-way bets are settled to standard UK terms (see rule 46D)
  unless otherwise stated.
 B) When a Guide price is taken each-way bets are settled to
  standard UK terms (see rule 46D). The limits stated in rule 59D 1
  and 2 apply.
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 C) When bets are settled to local Tote returns, then the place part of
  each way bets will be settled in accordance to the rules at each
  track. In every instance it is the responsibility of the customer to
  be aware of these rules and the number of placed positions that
  apply.
 D) American Each-Way Betting :
  1) In the USA, two place pools are in operation, namely
   the ‘placed pool’ for 1st and 2nd only and the ‘show
   pool’ for 1st, 2nd and 3rd.  
  2) It is the customers responsibility to specify which
   dividend is required when placing your each way
   bet. 
  3) If no dividend is specified by you, then we will
   default your bet to the show pool dividend (IE 1st,
   2nd and 3rd).
  4) If no show pool dividend is declared by the race
   track, then your each way bet will be defaulted to
   the place pool dividend (IE 1stand 2nd only). Any
   selections finishing third in these circumstances 
   will be made losers. 
61) Forecast/Tricast Betting:
 A) In races where a UK Industry SP is made available, unless Tote
  odds are specifically requested, then all bets will be settled to the
  declared Forecast/Tricast dividend. All standard UK rules will
  apply unless otherwise stated.
 B) When bets are settled to local Tote returns :
  1) Unless specified a Forecast instruction is taken to
   mean Straight Forecast/Exacta.
  2) Straight Forecast bets are taken to mean an Exacta
   and vice versa.
  3) Instructions for Dual Forecast, Reversed Forecast or
   Reversed Exacta are considered as two bets and
   stakes are proportioned accordingly.
  4) Where local Tote rules allow then Trifectas, or their
   local equivalent, are accepted when specified on
   your slip.

G ENGLISH AND IRISH TOTE BET SETTLEMENT

62) JJBL does not accept bets via the ‘Tote Direct’ system.

63) Bets accepted : The following Bets are accepted at Tote declared returns
 subject to our maximum and minimum payout limits and are subject to Tote
 Place terms for all English and Irish horse race meetings. 
 A) Win Only – subject to a maximum of 4 times the SP equivalent
  and to a minimum of half the SP equivalent.
 B) Each Way - subject to a maximum of 4 times the SP equivalent
  and to a minimum of half the SP equivalent.
 C) Place Only - subject to a maximum of 4 times the SP equivalent
  and to a minimum of half the SP equivalent.
 D) Exacta - subject to a maximum of 2 times the CSF equivalent and
  to a minimum of half the CSF equivalent
 E) Trifecta - subject to a maximum of 2 times the Tricast equivalent
  and to a minimum of half the Tricast equivalent.
 F) Quadpots are accepted subject to standard Tote settlement
  rules.
 G) Placepots are accepted subject to standard Tote settlement rules
  1) In the event of no Tote Placepot dividend being
   declared, the bet will be settled as an SP place
   accumulator.
  2) In the event of a non runner or an ambiguous
   selection, it will be replaced by the favourite.
  3) When a race meeting is not specified or cannot be
   identified, the bet will be taken for the principal
   meeting published in the Racing Post, unless the
   numbers do not ‘fit’ the card for that meeting, in
   which case, it will be settled on the one or more 
   meetings where the numbers do fit the card, with
   the stakes apportioned, if necessary.
 H) Tote win and each way multiple bets are accepted subject to
  Rules 63A & 63B above and also subject to the following
  limitations :
  1) Maximum stake of £100 for any single accumulative
   bet.
  2) Maximum unit stake of £10 for any Full Cover or
   Multiple bet type.
   i)   These limits may be waived at the sole discretion
   of JJBL if agreed prior to acceptance and where this
   acceptance is confirmed by a member of staff
   deliberately initialling the bet.

   ii) JJBL reserves the right to refuse acceptance of any
   Tote multiple bet as stated in Rule 6 above.
  3) Tote place only multiples are not accepted. Any taken
   in error will be made void. 
64) Bets not accepted :
 A) Scoop 6 
 B) Tote bets for British or Irish Dog racing.  Any bet taken will be
  settled at S.P.
 C) Place only multiple bets. Any taken will be void win or lose.
 D) JJBL does not accept unnamed favourite bets at Tote returns. Any
  bet taken will be settled at S.P. 
 E) All special offers, bonuses or consolations offered by JJBL do not
  apply to bets at Tote odds.
65) Bet Settlement
 A) The word TOTE must be clearly written in full on the betting slip
  otherwise bets will, in all cases, be settled at S.P. 
 B) In races where there are insufficient runners for a place dividend,
  the place part of an each-way bet is void.  
 C) If, for any other reason, a Tote dividend is not returned, Tote Win,
  Each Way and Place only bets will be settled at S.P. (the Place part
  at the appropriate S.P. place odds).
 D) If a Tote Exacta is required the words Exacta or Reverse Exacta
  must be clearly written on the bet. 
  1) Selections have to finish 1st and 2nd in the correct
   order to qualify for an Exacta dividend. 
  2) Where there is no winner in the Tote Exacta Pool and
   no dividend declared, all correct Exacta bets for the
   race will be settled as S.P. Computer Straight
   Forecasts. 
  3) Should a non-runner be selected in an Exacta then
   the bet will be settled as a Tote win single on the
   remaining selection.
 E) If a Tote Trifecta is required the words Trifecta must be clearly
  written on the bet. 
  1) Selections have to finish 1st, 2nd and 3rd  in the
   correct order to qualify for a Trifecta dividend. 
  2) Where there is no winner in the Tote Trifecta Pool
   and no dividend declared, all correct Trifecta bets for
   the race will be settled as SP Straight Tricasts.  If no
   Tricast dividend is available then the bet will be void. 
  3) Where a customer places a Trifecta bet on a race
   where no relevant pool.
   i)  The bet will be settled as an SP Straight Tricast. 
   ii)  If no Tricast is available then the bet will be settled
   as a Tote Exacta on the 1st and 2nd selections only.
  4) Should a non-runner be selected in a Trifecta then
   the bet will be settled as a Tote Exacta bet.

H INCORRECT, INCORRECTLY TIMED AND AMBIGUOUS BET
 INSTRUCTIONS
 (Applying to English, Irish and SA Horse and Dog Settlements)

 For the purpose of these rules the following definitions apply ;
  Full Cover Bets – Bets where all permutations are covered
  including singles e.g. Patents, Lucky 15’s, Lucky 31’s etc Multiple
  Bets – Bets where all permutations other than singles are covered
  e.g. Trixie, Yankee, Canadian etc.

66) Too many selections : 
 A) Full Cover bets will be settled as the appropriate Full Cover bet
  relevant to the number of selections made. The bet will be
  treated as understaked (see Rule 73) and a proportionate amount
  paid. E.G. 20p Patent with five selections will be settled as a 
  Lucky 31. 
 B) Multiple bets will be settled as the appropriate Multiple bet
  relevant to the number of selections made. The bet will be treated
  as understaked (see Rule 73) and a proportionate amount paid.
  E.G. 10p Yankee with six selections will be settled as a Heinz. 

67) Too few selections : 
 Bets will be settled for the type of bet written with a non-runner
 (or non runners) so as to allow the bet to be settled normally.
68) Precedence : 
 A) Named selections will always take precedence over numbered
  selections. Where information on a selection is contradictory then
  the name shall dictate settlement. 
 B) Should there ever be any doubt as to whether a named selection
  refers to a horse or a dog, then horse racing will be given
  precedence. 
 C) However, where numbered selections are nominated and there is
  doubt as to whether a selection refers to a dog or a horse, then
  dog racing will be given precedence.  
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69) Errors between named and numbered selections : 
 A) Where a customer names a selection then the name will stand
  as the selection irrespective of whether it has been incorrectly
  timed or numbered in any way. E.G Westmead Hawk - Trap 4 is
  written, and that selection runs from Trap 5 than Westmead
  Hawk will be the selection. 
 B) If the selection, E.G Westmead Hawk, is withdrawn then the
  selection is a non-runner regardless of whether a reserve runs
  from Trap 5. 
 C) This rule applies equally to Horse and Dog selections. E.G bet
  placed on ‘Horse Number 5, Desert Orchid’ when the  correct
  number is 15 will still stand as a bet on Desert Orchid. 
70) Duplicated instructions : 
 A) Where the instructions stated on a betting slip are duplicated
  but the intention can be clearly ascertained because the
  staking pattern meets another standard bet than the bet will be
  settled accordingly, E.G. 15 Doubles & 20 Doubles on six
  selections the pattern clearly indicates 15 Doubles & 20 Trebles
  was intended. 
 B) Where the instructions stated on a betting slip are duplicated
  but the intention cannot be clearly ascertained, E.G 6 Doubles &
  8 Doubles for 4 selections, than the bet will be settled for the
  part that is clearly understood with the remainder of the bet
  void. 
71) Interposed instructions : 
 A) Where the instruction for a bet is clearly interposed then the bet
  will be settled by recognising the obvious error and correcting it,
  providing that no other assumption needs to be made. 
  E.G. 8 x 10p Doubles on 5 selections with 80p staked, will be
  settled as 10 x 8p Doubles.
 B) If any secondary assumption needs to be made then the bet will
  be void. 
72) No instructions : 
 Where no instructions appear apart from either a named selection, the word
  favourite or a number, then  :
 A) Where there is only one selection then the total stake will settled
  as a win single.
 B) Where there is more than one selection then the total stake will
  be divided equally and invested as a win full cover bet. 
 C) Where there are more than one selections and all selections are
  in the same race the stake will be divided as Reverse or
  Combination Forecasts.

73) Understaked bets : 
 Where a bet is placed and the total stake is incorrect, that bet will be settled
 as per the instruction in proportionate amounts e.g. 2 x £1 singles for 2
 selections with £1.50 staked – this will be settled as 2 x 75p singles. 
74) Overstaked bets : 
 Where a bet is placed and the total staked is more than the bet instruction,
 the overstaked amount will be returned void. 
75) Same selection duplicated : 
 If the same selection is included more than once in any bet, the duplicated 
 selection will be considered a runner in the first instance and a non-runner 
 subsequently. 
76) More than one (different) selection from the same race : 
 A) Where both are engaged singly in the same race but one or both
  of the selections subsequently do not run then they will be
  treated as non runners and the bet will be settled as written.  
 B) Where both are engaged singly in the same race in Full Cover or
  Multiple bets than stakes will be split and settled as two bets
  appropriate to the original instructions, either Full Cover or
  Multiple. E.G. 5 selections with selection one and four from the
  same race with instructions for a 10p Canadian with a total stake
  of £2.60 – bet will be settled as 2 x Yankees with £1.30
  proportioned to each bet accordingly.  
 C) If one or both of the two selections that clash is entered for
  another race on that day (doubly engaged) then the bet will be
  settled as written as if it were timed for the race in which the
  selections actually take part. If one or both selections do not take
  part in any race on the day then that selection will be deemed a
  non-runner.
77) Ambiguously (mixed) named selections : 
 A) Where a customer uses part of the name of one selection with
  part of an other selection and the selection that was intended
  cannot, in the opinion of JJBL, be clearly understood then the
  stake will be divided equally between the selections in all bets.  
 B) Where more than two names are involved the selection will be
  deemed void.
78) Ambiguous Forecast/Tricast instructions : 
 A) Where there is doubt as to whether a Forecast or Tricast is
  intended and the number of bets for either would be the same
  then the bet will be settled as a Forecast.
 

 B) Where the intention can be ascertained from the number of bets
  and/or selections then the bet will be settled accordingly. EG Bet
  with 5 selections staked for 20 bets will be taken as a Forecast
  whereas 60 bets will be taken as a Tricast.
79) Unnamed selections (either favourite or number) :
 A) Untimed with meeting stated : 
  1) Where a selection(s) is untimed and a meeting stated,
   then singles, straight or combination forecasts,
   straight or combination Tricasts will be settled for
   the next race to be run at that meeting after the time
   of acceptance.
  2) Where the number selected does not allow this to
   happen then the bet is made void.
  3) In any Multiple or Full Cover bet then the selection
   will be treated as a non runner.  
 B) Incorrectly timed with meeting stated : 
  1) Where race times and meetings do not correspond
   the race time will always take precedence if there is
   a race at that time. If there is more than one race
   than stakes will be divided.
  2)  Where race times and meetings do not correspond
   and there is no race at that time :
   i)  Than the bet will be settled for the next race to be
   run at that meeting after the time of acceptance
   provided that this does not coincide with another
   selection made. 
   ii)  Where it does coincide with another selection
   made then the original selection will be treated as a
   non runner.  
 C) Timed (by clock timing) with no meeting stated :
  1) Where a selection is timed but no meeting stated
   then it will be settled on a meeting with a race at
   that time provided that the meeting is covered by a
   full betting and result service in this shop.
  2) In the event of there being more than one meeting
   covered by a full service with a race at that time then
   the stakes will be divided equally to cover both
   races, except in a full cover or multiple bet where all
   the timings in a bet can only relate to one meeting.
   In that instance the relevant meeting will take 
   precedence. 
 D) Timed (by racecard order) including TTC instruction with no
  meeting stated :
  1) If the racecard order or TTC instruction can only
   indicate one meeting then the bet will stand for that
   meeting.
  2) If the racecard order or TTC instruction can refer to
   one of two meetings then the stake will be split and
   the bet settled accordingly. 
  3) If the racecard order or TTC instruction can refer to
   more than two meetings then the bet will be made
   void.
 E) Where a selection is timed for a race that has already been
  resolved then, in all bets, the selection will be void and treated as
  a non-runner. 
 F) Timed with an incorrect meeting stated :
  1) Where a bet is timed for a meeting not taking place
   that day, then unless it is made clear that the
   selection is intended for a particular future meeting, 
   the selection will be settled on a meeting taking
   place that day with a race at that time provided it is
   covered in the full LBO service.
  2) In the event of there being more than one such
   meeting covered by the full LBO service, then the
   stakes will be divided equally to cover all meetings
   with races at that time.  
 G) Untimed or incorrectly timed with no meeting stated : 
  1) Singles, straight or combination forecasts, straight or 
   combination Tricasts will be settled on the next race
   to be run after acceptance provided the selections
   are valid for that race. 
   Where selections are not valid then the bet will be
   void. 
  2) In Full Cover or Multiple bets then the selection will
   be void and treated as a non-runner.
    
80) Correct time and meeting but no selection : 
 A) Where a time and meeting are stated but no selection given then
  the selection will be deemed to be for the first favourite and
  settled accordingly.
 B) Where a time and meeting are stated and the word trap is written
  without a number, then the bet will be made void.
 C) Where a time and meeting are stated and a price clearly indicate
  the selection intended then the bet will stand on that selection.
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81) Untimed or incorrectly timed doubly engaged selections : 
 Where the selection is untimed or incorrectly timed then the bet will be
 settled on the first race in which the selection actually runs.
82) Accumulator (or acca) : 
 Unless clearly indicated in the instructions, the word Accumulator, ‘acca’ or
 any similar term is understood to include all the selections on a betting slip
 and to indicate a single bet.

I FORECAST BETTING
83) Acceptance :
 A) Forecast (FC) bets are accepted for all races of 3 or more actual
  runners and will be settled as a Straight FC (i.e. selections to
  finish 1st and 2nd in correct order). 
 B) Should Reverse FC (i.e. selections to finish in either order) be
  required this must be clearly stated. The term Each-Way FC is
  understood to mean Reverse FC. 
 C) Combination FC’s are accepted and all Combination FC’s are
  accepted as Full Cover Combinations.
  1) ‘Straight’ Combination FC’s are settled as Full Cover 
   Combinations.
  2) ‘Reversed’ Combination FC’s are settled as Full Cover
    Combinations.
 D) Unnamed favourites : FC bets are not accepted containing
  unnamed favourites and if accepted in error will be made void.
84) Settlement : 
 A) Winning FC bets are settled according to the official Computer
  Straight Forecast (CSF) return which is declared to a £1 stake.
 B) In the event of no CSF return being declared, FC bets will be
  settled in accordance with the NSL Straight Forecast chart
  provided that 3 or more actually run in that race.    
 C) Should there be no official SP return for a race, then all FC bets
  for that race will be void win or lose.
 D) If there are less than 3 actually running in a race, all FC bets for
  that race will be settled as a win single on the 1st selection
  named. 
 E) Non runner : Should any FC contain a non-runner then that bet
  will be settled as a win single.
 F) Selections in different races : Should any FC contain selections
  that are for different races then the total stake will be divided
  equally and placed as a win single on each selection.
 G) Should any FC contain only a single selection then the total stake
  will be placed as a win single. 
 H) Lone finisher : In races where a selection finishes alone and no
  dividend is returned, then all FC bets nominating that selection
  to finish first will be settled as a win single at SP.  All other FC bets 
  in the race are lost.
 I) Dead Heat : In the event of two or more selections ‘Dead Heating’
   for first or second place, then separate dividends will be declared 
  and paid to each qualifying FC.
 J) ‘The Field’ Bets :
  1) Instructions for a selection ‘With The Field’ or a 
   ‘Against The Field’ mean, in both cases, that the
   selection is required to win.  
  2) Instructions ‘The Field With’ a selection or ‘The Field
   Against’ a selection mean, in both cases, that the
   selection is required to be second.
85) Forecast Doubles, Trebles, Patents and Yankees:
 A) FC Doubles, FC Trebles, FC Patents and FC Yankees are accepted
  on the proviso that there are 3 or more runners in each race. Any
  race with less than 3 runners will be deemed void. 
 B) FC Accumulators (fourfolds and above) are only accepted as part 
  of a FC Yankee. Any other bet that includes a FC Accumulator will 
  be void - win or lose.
 C) Order written : Where Straight FC Doubles, Trebles and Yankees 
  are nominated, selections will be settled in the order that they
  are written.

J TRICAST BETTING
86) Acceptance : 
 A) Tricasts (TC) are offered on all Handicap horse races (and
  occasionally other races as advertised) where there are 8 or more
  declared runners on the proviso that at least 6 run.
 B) TC’s are offered on all dog races covered in a full LBO service by
  our service providers, and other dog races/meetings where there
  is a dividend declared in the Racing Post. 
 C) TC multiples : TC’s are accepted for singles only. If any TC
  multiples are placed, the total stake will be divided equally and
  invested as TC singles. 
 D) Combination TC’s are accepted and all Combination TC’s are
  accepted as Full Cover Combinations.
  1) ‘Straight’ Combination TC’s are settled as Full Cover 
    Combinations.
  2) ‘Reversed’ Combination TC’s are settled as Full Cover 
   Combinations.

87) Settlement :
 A) To win, a customer has to nominate the first 3 to finish in a race in 
  the correct order. 
 B) Winning TC bets are settled according to the official Computer
  Tricast return which is declared to a £1 stake.
 C) If a TC is accepted for a race for which no Computer Tricast returni
  is made,  then the bet will be settled as a Computer Straight FC 
  on the first two nominated selections.
 D) TC’s are only accepted for named or numbered selections. In any
  TC containing an unnamed favourite, then that selection will be
  treated as a non-runner and the bet will be settled as a Computer 
  Straight FC on the two bh9nominated selections.
 E) Non runner  : 
  1) When a TC contains a non-runner, then the bet will
   be settled as a FC on the remaining two selections in
   the order stated. 
  2) If there are two non-runners, then the bet will be
   settled as a win single on the remaining selection.
 F) Dead Heat : In the event of two or more selections ‘Dead-Heating’
  for first, second or third place, separate dividends will be declared
  and paid to each qualifying TC.
 G) Should there be no official SP return for a race, then all TC bets for
  that race will be void win or lose.
 H) If there are less than 6 actually running in a race, then all TC bets
  for that race will be settled as a straight FC on the remaining
  selections in the order written.
 I) Selections in different races : Should any TC contain a selection(s
   that are for different races then the bet will be made void.
 J) Should any TC contain only a single selection then the total stake
  will be placed as a win single. 
 K) Lone finisher : In races where a selection finishes alone and no
  dividend is returned, then all TC bets nominating that selection to
   finish first will be settled as a win single at SP.  All other TC bets in
  the race are lost.
 L) ‘The Field’ Bets : 
  1) Instructions for a selection(s) ‘With The Field’ or
   ‘Against The Field’ mean, in both cases, that the
   selection(s) is/are required to win or, where
   applicable, finish first and second.  
  2) Instructions ‘The Field With’ a selection(s) or ‘The
   Field Against’ a selection(s) mean, in both cases, that
   the selection(s) is/are required to be third or where
   applicable, second and third.

K ANTE-POST HORSE & DOG BETTING
88) Acceptance : 
 A) Ante-Post wagers are accepted on the basis “All in Run or Not,
  Entered or Not”(unless placed on the condition ‘With a Run’).  
 B) Any Ante-Post bet of the following type will be void - win or lose
  and stakes returned .
  1) Place only
  2) If Cash (Any to come - ATC)
  3) Equally Divided (ED)
  4) First Past the Post
  5) Jockey Club Rule 121 (Balloting Out) decrees that
   Stewards are empowered to reduce the numbers in
   a race if at the overnight declaration stage too man
    have been left in for the safety of horses and jockeys.
   Ante-Post bets on horses compulsorily with drawn in
   these circumstances will be void and stakes returned.
89) Settlement : 
 A) Except where specifically stated otherwise, stakes are lost on all
  Ante-Post bets if a selection does not take part.
 B) No Tattersalls’ Rule 4c deductions are made from winning Ante
  Post bets.
 C) If a race is postponed, or delayed, to another day and overnight 
  declarations stand, then Ante-Post bets stand.  
 D) Ante-Post bets will be made void and any selection involved in 
  accumulative bets will be treated as a non-runner if:
  1) The race is officially declared void, as opposed to
   postponed or delayed.
  2) The conditions of the race are altered after a bet has
   been struck (as defined under Tattersalls’ Rules).
  3) The venue is altered after the bet has been accepted.
 E) Each Way Bets : The fractional odds and the number of places
  relating to each event will be those pertaining at the time of
  acceptance.
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L FOOTBALL BETTING
90) General Rules
 A) Marking of Coupons : 
  1) Unless otherwise stated a figure ‘1’ denotes a home
   win, ‘2’ an away win and ‘X’ a draw. 
  2) Where a match is played on a neutral ground, for
   coupon purposes, the left hand team will count as
   the home side.
 B) Only matches which are listed on JJBL’s Coupons or matches that
  have odds available in this shop may be selected.
 C) Normal Play : 
  1) Unless otherwise stated bets are settled on the
   result at the end of normal play.  
  2) The term normal play denotes the 90 minute perio
    plus any stoppage time. 
  3) Unless otherwise stated normal play will be the basis
   for settlement of bets on all Cup matches. For the
   avoidance of doubt, the normal result of a Cup
   match is NOT the result after extra time or a penalty
   shoot-out. 
 D) Outright Win :
  1) Where odds for outright win (i.e. the result after
   extra time or penalty shoot-out), and/or to win after
    extra time, and/or to win on a penalty shoot-out as
   well as normal play are offered in Cup competition
   then the odds initialled by staff on the slip will 
   identify which of these bets is intended if there is 
   any ambiguity in the written instructions. 
  2) Where no odds are initialled and any ambiguity
   exists, then the bet will be settled on the normal
   time result. 
 E) Any number of selections without specific instructions will be
  settled as a single accumulator.
 F) Availability of Odds :
  1) Every effort will be made to quote odds for all
   possible outcomes. 
  2) Odds for any outcome not listed will be available on
   request. 
  3) Outcomes not originally quoted will count as
   winners should that prove to be the result. 
 G) Settlement of Football Bets : 
  1) All Football bets are settled in accordance with the
   outcomes named by the Press Associatio
   (PA-www.pressassociation.co.uk) the national
   agency which supplies match statistics and reports
   to the media,immediately after the match has
   finished. Any subsequent amendments to PA records
   will not count. 
  2) If the PA does not produce statistics giving the
   outcome for matches outside the UK, then
   settlement will be based on information obtained
   from that countries National Football Federation. 
 H) Football odds offered (including those on a coupon) are subject
   to fluctuation. Where there is a difference between the odds on
  a slip/coupon and the price offered by the company at the time
  the bet is placed, then the bet will be settled at the latter price.
 I) Notices, instructions and information displayed in this LBO and
  / or on posters and/or coupons or betting slips are to be read as
  part of these rules.
 J) Kick Off times and dates displayed in this shop are for guidance
  purposes only. Actual Kick Off times will govern the settlement
  of all bets.      

91) Acceptance Rules
 A) Minimum Selections : 
  Singles and upwards are accepted on all matches, coupons and
  bets with the exceptions of :
  1)          The Australian coupon where a minimum of trebles is
   required or the whole of the bet will be made void. 
   i) Where fewer than 3 selections taken from the
   Australian coupon are included in any accumulative
    bet the Australian matches will be made void and
   the bet settled on the remaining selections. 
   ii) Match bets only are accepted on Australian 
   Matches. All other types of bet are voided, win or lose.
  2) Sections List where the minimum number is
   indicated in order to achieve the guaranteed odds
   or returns. 
  3) 100% Bonus List where all 7 matches must be
   selected.
 B) Maximum Selections : There is no limit to the number of
  selections that  may be chosen, subject to our maximum payout
  rules (see rule 37). 
 C) Unless stated own goals count in the settlement of all bets.

92) Settlement Rules :
 A) Postponed Matches : A postponed match will be treated as a ‘no
  -runner’  for settling purposes unless the match is played at the
  original venue during the same 'football week' (Monday -
  Sunday) or within 48 hours of the original scheduled kick-off 
  time, in which case the bet will stand unless cancelled by mutual
  consent.
 B) Bets originally containing the correct minimum number of 
  selections but including void or postponed matches will stand 
  on the remaining selections in the bet. 
 C) Should any match be played prior to the date or kick-off  time
  advertised,  then selections will be valid provided the bet is
  received no later than the revised kick-off time.
 D) Abandoned Matches : Any match abandoned before the
  completion of normal play will be void, except for those bets the
   outcome of which has already been determined at the time of 
  abandonment. For example, First Player to Score or Time of the
  First Goal bets will stand provided a goal has been scored at the
  time of abandonment. 
 E) ‘Results’ issued by the Pools Panel on postponed matches are not 
  admissible and selections in such matches are void. 
 F) Matches not played as listed : 
  1) Where the venue of any arranged match is reverse
    the selection will be void. 
  2) Any match played on a neutral ground will be void
   unless the fact that it is to be played on a neutral
   ground is indicated on the coupon or screen system. 
  3) If a team plays a different opponent from the one
   printed on the coupon, then the selection will be
   void.
  4) On a written betting slip where a customer
   nominates a team to beat a different team from that
   actually being player then the bet will stand for the
   team nominated to win.
93)  Incorrect, Incorrectly Timed and Ambiguous Bet Instructions :
 A) Understaked and Overstaked bets : Rules 73 and 74 are valid 
 B) Should a customer enter a line but neglect to enter the stake for
   that line :
  1) The bet will remain valid as long as provision has
   been made for that bet within the total stake.
   i) If the stake on a single line has been omitted then 
   the whole of any provision will be allocated to that
   line.
   ii) If the stake on two or more lines has been omitted
   then the provision will be split equally between
   these lines.   
  2) If provision has not been made for the bet within the
   total stake,  that line will be void.
 C) In Goalscorer bets where two or more players have the same
  surname then unless a clearly indicated first name or initial is
  included or the odds taken are indicative of an individual player
  then all bets will have the stakes split and bets will be settled
  accordingly.  
 D) In Scorecast bets where the name of the winning team is omitted
  and no price is quoted to indicate the intention then the correct
  score will be considered as the goalscorer’s team.   
94) Types of Bet
 A) Correct Scores : 
  1) Bets must predict the score at the end of normal 
   time. 
  2) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned.
  3) Bets accepted for a 0-0 selection will be settled as a 
   no goalscorer bet and the rules for first goalscorer 
   will apply. 
 B) Double Result (Half-Time / Full-Time Forecast): 
  1) Bets must predict the result at half-time (home, draw, 
   away) and at the end of normal time (home, draw, 
   away). 
  2) If both results are not clearly indicated then the bet 
   will be void. 
  3) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned.
 C) Handicap List : 
  1) For the purpose of deciding results on the Handicap 
   List, a number of goals (or half-goals) is added to, or 
   subtracted from, the total goals scored by the home
   team. 
  2) Settlement will be at the odds shown alongside 
   each match,  using the actual score in the match
   adjusted for the ‘handicap’.
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 D) Sections List : 
  1) Bets must predict either 1, 2 or 3 selections from all
   sections. 
  2) Any incomplete lists resulting from an omission or
   from a voided match will stand and settlement will be
   based on the accumulative odds for that list. In these
   instances minimum guaranteed returns will not apply.
 E) Half Time Betting : 
  1) Bets must predict the score at the end of the
   completed first half of 45 minutes including any
   stoppage time. 
  2) If a match is abandoned in the first half then the bet
   will be void.
 F) 100% Bonus List : 
  1) Bets must include a result for all 7 matches. 
  2) Any incomplete list resulting from an omission or
   from a voided match will stand and settlement will be
   based on the accumulative odds for that list. In these
   instances minimum guaranteed returns and/ or
   bonuses and concessions will not apply.
 G) Goals Galore / Number of Goals : 
  1) Bets must predict whether a game will have under/
   exactly/over a declared number of goals within
   normal time. 
  2) On coupons the only selection symbols to be used are
   1 (for under), 2 (for exactly) and 3 (for over). If any
   other symbol is used then that match will be made
   void. 
  3) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned unless
   the ‘over’ prediction has already been achieved in
   which case all bets will stand. 
  4) Goals Galore bets can only be included in multiples
   with other Goals Galore selections. Any Goals Galore
   bet included in a multiple with another type of bet
   will be settled as individual singles with the stakes
   proportioned.
 H) Corners Betting : 
  1) Bets must predict whether a game will have under/
   exactly/over a declared number of corners within
   normal time (retaken corners do not count). 
  2) On coupons the only selection symbols to be used are
   1 (for under), X (for exactly) and 2 (for over). If any
   other symbol is used then that match will be made
   void. 
  3) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned unless the 
   required number of corners for the ‘over’ prediction
   has been achieved in which case all bets will stand. 
  4) Corners Betting bets can only be included in multiples
   with other Corners Betting selections. Any Corners
   Betting bet included in a multiple with another type
   of bet will be settled as individual singles with the
   stakes proportioned.
 I) Match Bookings Bet : 
  1) Points are awarded for ‘Bookings’ and ‘Sending Offs’ 
   using the scale 10 points for a ‘Booking’ and 25 points
    for a ‘Sending Off’. 
  2) Bets must predict whether a game will have under/
   exactly/over a declared number of points within 
   normal time (any Sending Off resulting from 2 ‘
   Bookings’ will count as 35 points). 
  3) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned unless the
   required number of ‘points’ for the over prediction has
   been achieved in which case all bets will stand. 
  4) Match Bookings bets can only be included in multiples
   with other Match Bookings selections. Any Match
   Bookings bet included in a multiple with another 
   type of bet will be settled as individual singles with 
   the stakes proportioned.
 J) Time of First Goal : 
  1) Bets must predict whether the first goal in a match 
   will be before  or after a declared number of minutes 
   within normal time. 
  2) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned unless the 
   first goal has been scored in which case all bets will
   stand. 
  3) Time of First Goal bets can only be included in
   multiples with other Time of First Goal selections. 
   Any Time of First Goal bet included in a multiple with
   another type of bet will be settled as individual
   singles with the stakes proportioned.
 K) First/Last/Anytime Goalscorer bets : 
  1) Bets must predict the name of the goalscorer within
   normal time. 
  

  2) Own goals do not count in the settlement of goalscorer 
   bets. 
  3) Bets on players not taking part in the match will be void as
   will bets on First Goalscorer bets where the selection comes
   on after the first goal scored.
  4) All players that participate for any part of a match will be
   considered ‘runners’ for Last or Anytime Goalscorer
   purposes.
  5)  Should there be in any doubt as to whether a First/Last/
   Anytime scorer is intended, in all instances it will be settled 
   on the First Goalscorer.
  6) In multiple bets in the event of ‘non-runners’, accumulative
   bets will be settled on the remaining selections. 
  7) First and Last Goalscorer bets cannot be taken in doubles in
    the same match and any bets taken will be settled as two
   singles with the stakes divided. 
  8) In the event of an Abandoned Match :
   i)   First goalscorer bets will stand if any goal has already 
   been scored.
   ii)  Last goalscorer bets will all be treated as a non-runners.
   iii) Anytime goalscorer bets :
   a)  Will stand if the nominated player has scored 
   b) Will be voided if the nominated player is 
    playing at thetime of the match being 
    abandoned and has not scored. 
   c) Will be deemed a losing bet if the nominated 
    player has played in the match but is no longer
    of  the match being abandoned. 
 L) Each Way Goalscorer bets : 
  1) Bets must predict the name of the first, second or third 
   goalscorer within normal time. 
  2) The ‘place’ (IE second and third goal) settlement of the bet is 
   at half the full odds. 
  3) Own goals do not count in the settlement of each way
   goalscorer bets. 
  4) Bets on players not taking part in the match will be void as 
   will bets on ‘each way player to score’ bets where the
   selection comes on after the first goal is scored. 
  5) Bets remain valid if less than 3 goals are scored. 
  6) Where a player scores the first goal then both the win and
   place parts of the bet are successful. If the same player then
   scores the second or third goal then no further payment is
   due. 
  7) When a player scores the second and/or third goal then only 
   the place part of the bet is successful. 
  8) If an each way bet is accepted in error on ‘no goalscorer’ or ‘
   last goalscorer’ then both the win and place stake will be
   placed as a‘win only’ bet.    
 M) Scorecast bets : 
  1) Bets must predict the First or Last Goalscorer and the
   Correct Score within normal time. 
  2) Own goals do not count, in the event of only own goals
   being scored then the result will be deemed to be 0-0. 
  3) In First Goalscorer Scorecasts where a nominated player
   does not play or comes on after the first goal is scored
   (not including own goals) then bets will be settled as a
   single on the nominated correct score at the appropriate
   odds. 
  4) In First Goalscorer Scorecasts if the match is abandoned 
   i)  Then bets will be settled on the First Goalscorer as a
   single if a goal has been scored.
   ii)  Bets will be voided if no goal has been scored. 
  5) In Last Goalscorer Scorecasts all players participating in the 
   match are ‘runners’ and only players who take no part in the
   match are ‘non-runners’ in which case the bet will be settled
   on the nominated correct score at the appropriate odds. 
  6) In Last Goalscorer Scorecasts if the match is abandoned
   then all bets will be voided.
 N) Permutations : 
  1) Permutations are accepted provided that instructions are
   clearly understandable and are not capable of more than
   one interpretation as written. 

  2) Any Permutation that is capable of more than one
   interpretation will be made void. 
       

          3)          Newspaper and Pool plans are not accepted and if taken will 
           be made void.
 
          4)          If insufficient selections are made in a permutation then 
           ‘non-runners’ will be inserted to make up the shortfall and
           allow the bet to be settled in full. 
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95) In-Running Betting : 
 A) In-Running bets are available on selected markets in selected 
  matches as advertised in this shop.
 B) Bets will be void if the match is abandoned prior to the 
  determination of any In-Running market.
 C) In-Running markets apply to either normal time or extra time
  but not to both. Penalty shoot-outs do not count for any
  In-Running bet.
 D) Next Goalscorer Bets :
  1) Own goals do not count.         
  2) If a selection does not participate before either the 
   next goal is scored or the match ends, then that
   selection shall be made void and monies returned.
96) Ante Post Bets : 
 A) Finishing Positions :
  1) Where multiple selections are made and the 
   outcomes are related (EG Arsenal to win Premiership 
   and FA Cup), then any individual odds are not 
   relevant and bets will be settled to JJBL’s specially 
   multiplied odds.
  2) Should JJBL not have any specially multiplied odds, 
   then all such bets will have the stake divided and 
   settled as singles.
  3) To avoid any misunderstanding, customers are 
   encouraged to clarify with JJBL staff if specially 
   multiplied odds apply. 
  

 M SPORTS BETTING
 General Rules
97) Official Result :
 A) Bets will be settled on the official result declared by that Sports 
  governing body immediately following the end of that event. 
  Any subsequent enquiries or amendments will not count.
 B) The point at which a result becomes ‘official’ is for the purpose of 
  these rules known as the ‘weigh in’ point. This point varies from 
  sport to sport and is clarified in the individual rules below.  
98) JJBL reserves the right to refuse the whole or part of any bet and to make 
 ambiguous bets void. 
99) JJBL reserves the right to suspend any or all betting on any market at any 
 time without notice. 
100) Validity of Bets :
 A) To avoid possible disappointment JJBL encourages all customers 
  to place their bets in advance of the start of an event. In certain 
  Sports JJBL believes that the early stages of an event will not 
  affect the validity of a bet.
 B) Where it is specifically stated in the individual rules below then 
  bets will be deemed valid up to the point in time listed. Where no 
  mention is made of this allowance then all bets must be placed 
  prior to the start of an event.
 C) In certain markets on some Sports bets are not valid unless a 
  minimum amount of play has taken place. Where this is the case
   this is specifically stated in the individual rules below.  
101) Non-Runner Rules :
 A) Should your selection fail to take part in an event then the non-
  runner ruling will be based on one of these two rules :
  1) Non Runner – No Bet. In this case monies are 
   returned to the customer if  their selection fails to 
   take part. Where this is the case then a ‘Rule 4’ 
   deduction (see Rule 47A/1) may apply. When this is 
   the case then this will be clearly advertised in this 
   shop.
  2) All-in Run or Not - Entered or Not. In this case all bets 
   are losers should your selection not take part, unless 
   we advertise that a particular selection is ‘With a 
   Run’ in which case Rule 101A/1 applies.  
102) Each-Way Betting:
 A) Place terms on Sports bets are those that were relevant at the 
  time that the bet was accepted. 
 B) If you place an each-way bet and you are uncertain as to the 
  current place terms you should ask a member of JJBL staff to 
  confirm them.  
103) Shortened, Abandoned or Postponed Events :
 A) In the case, for whatever reason, of a shortened event, where the
   original scheduled amount of play is reduced then, except where 
  otherwise stated, 
  bets ; 
  1) Will be settled on the current outcome where 
   further play could not affect the result. (EG If a
    football match has been abandoned but the 
   number of corners has already exceeded the 
   maximum number specified, then further play could 
   not affect that result.) 
  

  2) All other bets will be made void.
 B) In the event that the number of scheduled sets/legs etc to be 
  played is changed (EG a match that was originally scheduled to 
  be played over five sets being reduced to three), then match bets
  will stand but all other bets will be made void.
 C) Unless specifically stated otherwise :
  1)  Bets on abandoned or postponed matches/races etc
   (matches/ races that form part of a larger event), will
   be made void unless rescheduled for the next day.
  2) Bets on postponed events/tournaments etc (events/
   tournaments etc being the larger event itself ), will 
   stand for one full week from the original scheduled 
   end date, after which time they will be made void. 
  3) Bets on Ante-Post markets will stand until the event 
   is completed or officially cancelled. 
 D) Set/Frame/Leg etc Markets: 
  1) The full number of sets/frames/legs etc required to
   win the match must be achieved. 
  2) If circumstances, for whatever reason, prevail so the 
   match is awarded to a contestant before this is 
   achieved, then betting on that match will be made 
   void.
 E) In-Running Betting :
  If a match is not completed all bets will be void unless further 
  play could not affect the result. 
 F) Multiple Bets :
  Any multiple bet reduced by a void, abandoned or postponed
  match will
  stand for the remaining selections, irrespective of the minimum 
  number of selections required.

104) In the event of a change of opponent from the one advertised, then all bets
 are void.
105) If a match changes to a neutral or alternate venue all bets on that match 
 placed or the previous venue will be void. If we issue new prices for the game
 being played at the neutral ground, then it is the customer’s responsibility
 to be aware of this. 
106) Ties/Draws
 A) Unless specifically stated otherwise, bets on any 2 runner market
  that ends in a tie or draw, or exactly the number of points
  quoted etc, where no price was offered for that eventuality, will
  be made void and stakes returned. 
 B) Dead heat rules will apply for bets placed on markets with 3 or 
  more runners unless stated otherwise. 
107) Availability of Odds :
 A) Every effort will be made to quote odds for all possible outcomes. 
 B) Odds for any outcome not listed will be available on request,
  unless the market is restricted to a certain number of selections
  in which case this will be specifically stated. 
 C) Outcomes not originally quoted will count as winners should that 
  prove to be the result. 
108) Match Betting v Handicap Betting :
 A) Where odds for both match and handicap betting are advertised :
  1) Unless the handicap or a qualifying price has been
   requested, all bets will be settled on the match win. 
  2) Where only handicap betting is available, bets will be 
   settled at the published handicap whether requested 
   or not.
109) Handicap Betting:
 A) For the purpose of deciding results on Handicap Betting, a 
  number of points/games etc. (or half-points etc.) is added to, or
  subtracted from, the total points scored by the nominated 
  selection.
 B) Settlement will be at the odds shown for each selection, using the
   actual score in the match adjusted for the ‘handicap’.
110) Speciality Sports Bets : 
 A) Some of our speciality bets are wide ranging and it is not possible 
  to list rules to cover all eventualities. However, we will try to clarify
  any obvious rules, not covered here, when we advertise the 
  betting opportunity. Any such notices should be read as part of 
  these official rules. 
  
 American Football 
111) Overtime counts in all markets without exception.
112) For player match bets, all the quoted players must compete in at least one 
 down for bets to be valid. 
113) Bets on first touchdown scorer are settled ‘All in Run or Not’.
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114) 1st Offensive Play - If the quarterback is sacked on the 1st Offensive play of 
 the game this is deemed to be a passing play.
 Boxing  
115) Outright Betting :
 A) In the event of a postponed fight:
  1) Bets placed prior to the ‘pre-fight boxers weigh in’ 
   will stand for thirty days. 
  2) Bets placed after the ‘pre-fight boxers weigh in’ will 
   be made void unless the fight is re arranged for the 
   following day. 
 B) In the event of a Draw :
  1) A price will be offered for the 'draw' and in the event 
   of this occurring, all bets on either boxer to win, will 
   be losers.
  2) If the verdict is a "Technical Draw" the result will be
   deemed as a draw. 
 C) A knockout includes a technical knockout and a disqualification. 
116) Round by Round Betting : 
 A) If, for any reason, a points decision is awarded before the full
  number of rounds are completed, bets will be settled on the
  round in which the fight was stopped.
 B) Bets which nominated 'to win on points' will only be deemed
  winners if the full number of rounds are completed. 
 C) If a boxer fails to answer the bell, the fight will be deemed to have
  ended in the previous round, irrespective of what the official
  decision may be. 
 D) If, for any reason the selected number of rounds on which we are 
  betting is changed, all round by round betting will be void, but
  match bets will stand. 
 Cricket 
117) General Rules :
 A) An innings is deemed to have reached its natural conclusion if 
  the team is 
  all out, has declared, or has won the match. 
 B) Bets will be settled on the official match result, including weather
  affected games or where the Duckworth/Lewis Method or any
  other official method has been applied. 
 C) Bets placed on the same team to win more than one competition
   may be subject to special multiplied odds. Customers should ask 
  JJBL staff for the correct odds. 
118) Individual Markets :
 A) Top Batsman / Top Bowler markets (excluding head to head 
  markets) :
  1) Unless clearly stated, bets referring to batsman or 
   bowlers markets are for the first innings. 
  2) In the event that a player is not in the starting 11, 
   then bets on that player will be void and ‘Rule 4’ may 
   apply.
  3) Players in the starting 11 but who do not bat or bowl 
   will be deemed losers. 
  4) A minimum of 50% of the scheduled number of 
   overs when the bet was struck, must be played for
   these bets to stand, unless the innings has reached
   its natural conclusion. 
  5) Dead Heat rules apply. 
 B) Top Batsman / Top Bowler head to head markets :
  Any player not named in the starting XI will be deemed a non 
  runner and the market will be void. 
 C) Total Runs / Total Wickets markets :
  1) In an Innings or Match, unless stated otherwise, at 
   least 90% of the full number of scheduled overs at
   the time the bet was struck must be bowled in order
   for bets to stand, except where the innings has
   reached its natural conclusion. 
  2) In a specified number of overs, EG 1st 15 overs : 
   a)  The full number of specified overs must be played
    for bets to stand, unless the innings has reached its
   natural conclusion. 
   b)  Any change in fielding restrictions due to a
   reduction in scheduled innings overs will not affect
   the settlement of this market. 
  3) In a specified session (morning/afternoon/evening) :
   a) Sessions runs markets will be settled on the
   aggregate total of both teams if both teams play
   during that session. 
   b) A minimum of 20 overs must be bowled for
   session runs to stand unless one or both innings
   have reached their natural conclusions.   
  4) In a Batsman total runs market : 
   a) Bets will stand providing that the batsman has
   reached the crease. 
   

   b) Should an innings be shortened due to bad weather or a 
       declaration, or if a player retires hurt, his score at the end
   of the innings shall determine settlement of bets.
              D)   Score at the fall of a wicket : 
                1) Bets will be settled on the score when the next wicket falls, 
   regardless of any retirements which will not count. 
  

             2) Should the wicket not fall, all bets on the market
   shall be made void.
 E) Next Man Out : 
  1) Unless we offer a price on "neither", bets on the next
    man out will be void if neither player is out. 
  2) If a player retires, bets will be made void. 
 F) Highest opening partnerships :
  1) Bets will stand as long as both opening partnerships
    are completed, or a result has been determined. 
  2) The opening partnership is the score at the fall of the
   first wicket. 
 G) Sixes / Extras markets :
  For bets to stand, both teams must bat for at least 90% of the
  scheduled number of overs at the time the bet was struck,
  unless each innings reaches its natural conclusion.
 H) Match Handicaps :
  1) Handicaps may be quoted where one team is weaker
   than the other and will be given in the form of runs
   or wickets. 
  2) The handicap is added at the end of the match. If th
    team receiving the start wins the match, then they
   also are the winners of the handicap market.
  3) If the team receiving the start bats first then the
   handicap is translated into wickets, if they bat second 
   then the handicap is translated into runs.
119) Test Matches and County Championship Matches :
 A) In matches affected by adverse weather, bets will stand on the
  official result, provided at least one ball has been bowled.
 B) In the event of a tie (as opposed to a draw) :
  1) Bets will be settled as a dead heat between the two
   competing
   teams and the draw will be a losing bet.
  2) If a price was not offered for the draw all bets on the
    match result will be void.
 C) If a match is abandoned due to outside interference, all bets will
  be made void unless the outcome has already been decided. 
120) Series/Competition/Tournament etc Betting :
 A) Bets will be settled on the official competition rules, EG the team
  to lift the trophy. 
 B) Series bets will be settled on the official series result. If the
  designated
  number of matches to be played in the series is changed, then
  bets will be  made void.
 C) Top Series Batsman / Wicket-Taker : 
  1) Markets will be settled on the official competition
   results. 
  2) Dead heat rules apply. 
  3) Any player not named in at least one starting XI will
   be deemed a non runner and stakes will be refunded.
   Rule 4 may apply. 
 D) Batsman / Bowler Match Bets : 
  1) Markets will be settled on the official competition
   results. 
  2) Any player not named in at least one starting XI will
   be deemed a
   non-runner and the market voided. 
121) Limited Overs Matches : 
 A) The winner of the match will be the team advancing to the next
  round according to the official competition rules or awarded the  
  trophy, including
  results determined by a bowl out but not including results 
  determined by a coin toss. In the event of a coin toss all bets will
  be made void. 
 B) In the event of a tie and no winner being determined by the 
  competition rules, if no price was offered for the tie, then match
  bets will be deemed void.  
 C) Matches affected by adverse weather will be governed by the
  official competition rules, including results determined by a bowl
  out but not including results determined by a coin toss. In the
  event of a coin toss all bets will be made void. 
 D) In the event that the official competition rules do not determine
  a winner, then match bets will be made void.
 E) If a match is abandoned due to outside interference, all bets wil
  be made, void unless the outcome has already been decided. 
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 Darts 
122) Outright betting is settled ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
123) Set/Leg/Handicap/Special Betting: 
 A) The full number of sets/legs etc required to win the match must 
  be achieved.   
 B) If circumstances, for whatever reason prevail, so that the match is 
  awarded to a contestant before this is achieved, the set/leg/
  handicap/special bets on the match will be void, unless further
   play could not affect the result. 
 C) Match Betting: As long as at least one leg has been completed all
   match bets will stand on the official result.
 Golf  
124) General Rules :
 A) Non-Starter :
  1) In any market this will result in a void bet and monies 
   returned. 
  2) Rule 4, if applicable, will apply to all other bets.
 B) If a bet is struck, on any market, and there is no further play, or 
  further play does not count for the official result, those bets will 
  be made void.
 C) Where the official finishing position is tied, EG 3 players sharing 
  4th place, the finishing position for settlement purposes will be
   tied 4th place and Dead Heat rules will apply. 
125) Outright Betting :
 A) If a player tees off, then that player will count as a runner. If that 
  player subsequently retires, or is disqualified, then he/she will be 
  settled as a loser. 
 B) Play offs will determine win bets. 
 C) In each way betting, dead heat rules will apply. 
 D) Should a tournament be affected by adverse weather or 
  shortened for any reason the official result will govern settlement
   irrespective of the number of rounds completed. 
126) Tournament Match Bets : 
 A) A price will be offered for the tie and in the event of a tie, bets on 
  either player to win will be lost. 
 B) Play Offs will count for settlement purposes, should one player 
  win the event. 
 C) If one player misses the cut, the other is deemed the winner. 
 D) If both players miss the cut, then the one with the lowest score 
  will be deemed the winner. 
 E) If a player is disqualified ;
  1) Either prior to the completion of two rounds or after
   both players have made the cut, the other player is
   deemed the winner. 
  2) If a player is disqualified after making the cut, when
   his opponent 
   has already missed the cut, the disqualified player is
   deemed the winner. 
127) Tournament Group Bets :
 A) Bets are settled on the player who achieves the highest placing
  at the end of the tournament.
 B) Play offs will apply. 
 C) Dead heat rules will apply. 
128) 18 hole, 2 & 3 ball betting : 
 A) If any player does not start the round, then the bet will be void.
 B) Once a player strikes his/her first shot then he/she is deemed a 
  starter.
 C) Dead-heat rules will apply. 
 D) If any player withdraws during the round then the bet stands 
  providing at least one player completes the round in full. 
 E) In a team competition e.g. Ryder Cup, if a match is not completed 
  and the players agree to stop playing. Bets will be settled on the 
  official result declared by the competitions governing body. 
129) Top Nationality : 
 A) Non-Player - No Bet. Rule 4 may apply. 
 B) Play Offs will determine win bets, dead heat rules will apply for 
  win and place bets.
 Motor Sport (not including Speedway) 
130) For the purpose of these rules a reference to a driver relates equally to
 a rider.
131) Outright (Championship) Team or Driver Betting :
 A) Bets are settled ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
 B) Bets will be determined by the number of points accumulated 
  immediately following the podium presentation of the final race 
  of the season and will not be affected by any subsequent enquiry.
132) Individual Race/Meeting or Team/Driver Betting:
 A) Bets are settled ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
 B) In the event of a disqualification, the podium presentation will 
  count as the result and determine the settlement of bets. 
 C) The start of any race is defined as the signal to start the warm up
  lap. Any driver on the grid at this time (inc. any starting from the
  pit lane) and failing to be classified as finished under the
  governing body rules will be deemed to be a runner and a
  non-finisher. 

133) ‘Race’ Match Bets :
 A) Bets are settled on the driver who finishes in the best position. 
 B) Both drivers need not complete the race. 
 C) If neither driver finishes, the one who has completed most laps 
  will be the winner.
 D) Should both drivers retire having completed the same number of 
  laps then all bets will be void. 
134) ‘Qualifying’ Match Bets :
 A) Bets are settled on the driver who sets the quickest time in the
  qualifying session(s). 
 B) Any time penalties or grid demotions given will not affect this
  result and bets will stand.
135) To Qualify In Pole Position :
 A) All in compete or not. 
 B) Bets are settled on the driver who is announced as qualifying on
   pole immediately following the end of the qualifying session(s). 
  Any subsequent demotion or disqualification would not affect
  the result. 
136) Fastest Lap :
 Bets are settled on the driver who is officially declared to have completed the 
 fastest lap of the race.
137) Podium or Points Finish :
 A) Bets are settled on the drivers who finish the race in the podium 
  or points positions, with the podium presentation counting as
  the ‘weigh in’. Subsequent enquiries will not affect the result for
  settlement purposes.
 B) All bets will be settled on the official result, regardless of any
  positions which are obtained due to team orders.
138) Number Of Classified Drivers :
 Bets are settled on the number of drivers given an official classification by the 
 official result.
139) Formula 1:
 A) All results for Formula One bets are governed by the FIA's official 
  classification at the time of the podium presentation. 
 B) To be classified in Grand Prix racing FIA rules stipulate 'Cars
   having covered less than 90% of the number of laps covered by
  the winner will not be classified'. This is the criteria used to 
  determine whether a driver is classified or not classified. 
 C) If a driver completes 90% of the number of laps that the winner
  completed and his engine explodes forcing him to stop, he is
  classified under FIA rules and bets on that driver not to be
  classified will be losers.
 D) The official classification will be published in most daily
  newspapers the
  following morning or alternatively can be found on the FIA 
  website.
140) Motorbike Racing :
 A) Riders in place for the start of the warm up lap for race 1 are 
  deemed as runners for race 2. 
 B) Any riders withdrawing from race 2 after race 1 will be deemed
  losers for settlement of race 2. 
  Rugby Union and Rugby League
141) Normal Play : 
 A) Unless otherwise stated bets are settled on the result at the end 
  of normal play.  
 B) The term normal play denotes the 80 minute period plus any 
  stoppage  time. 
 C) Unless otherwise stated normal play will be the basis for
  settlement of bets on Cup matches. For the avoidance of doubt,
  the normal result of a Cup match is NOT the result after extra
  time. 
142) Outright Win :
 A) Where odds for outright win (i.e. the result after extra time) as 
  well as normal play are offered in Cup competitions then the
  odds initialled by our staff on the slip will identify which of these 
  bets is intended if there is an ambiguity in the written
  instructions.
143) First/Last/Anytime Try Scorer Bets :
 A) Penalty tries do not count. 
 B) Football rules apply – See section 94K
144) Divisional and Title Betting :
 A) Winners will be determined by the official rules of the respective 
  body.  Therefore a play off or any other process which is used to 
  determine a winner will count.  
 B) With the exception of winners involved in a play off, the finishing
   position of all other teams at the end of their scheduled 
  programme of matches will determine their finishing position.  
  No allowance will be made for any 
  promotion / relegation play-offs or subsequent enquiries by the 
  respective leagues.
 C) Official decisions made by the organising body prior to the end 
  of the season (EG team placed last for disciplinary reasons) count
   for settling purposes.
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 Snooker & Pool 
145) Outright or Tournament Betting is settled ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
146) Match Betting :
 A) In the event of the match being awarded to a player before the 
  full number of frames/racks has been played then match bets will 
  stand on the official winner, provided at least one frame/rack has 
  been played.
 B) If one frame/rack has not been completed, all match bets will be 
  void. 
147) Frame/Rack Betting :
 A) The full number of frames/racks required to win the match must 
  be achieved. In matches, where, for any reason whatsoever, the 
  match is awarded to a player before this is achieved, then all
   frame/rack betting on that match will be void.
148) Highest Score in a Frame/Match:
 A) In the event of a match being awarded to a player before the full 
  number of frames required to win has been played, then highest 
  break bets will be made void. 
149) Tournament Highest Break :
 A) Dead Heat rules apply. 
 Tennis 
150) Outright or Tournament Betting is settled ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
151) Match Betting : 
 A) In the event of a match being awarded to a player before the full 
  number of sets has been played then match bets will stand on
   the official winner, provided at least one set has been played.
 B) If one set has not been completed, all match bets will be void. 
152) Set Betting :
 A) A player must win the full number of sets required to win the 
  match. 
 B) In matches where, for any reason whatsoever, the match is 
  awarded to a player before this is attained, all set betting on that 
  match will be made void. 
153) In the event of countries competing in a tournament, should the players
  listed as the participants competing change, match bets will be void. 
154) Change of venue :
 A) In the event of a change of venue for a match including a change
   from indoor to outdoor court or vice versa, then so long as the 
  playing surface has not changed the bet will stand. 
 B) In any event if there is a change of playing surface from the one 
  that was relevant at the time the bet was placed, then bets will be 
  made void. 
 Athletics 
155) Race and Outright betting :
 A) Bets are settled ‘All in Compete or Not’.
 B) Dead Heat rules may apply.
 C) In the event of a disqualification, the medals ceremony will count
   as the 'weigh-in' and determine settlement of bets.
 D) In the absence of a medals ceremony bets will be settled on the
  official I.A.A.F. result (or similar governing body) immediately 
  following the race. 
 E) In any Group Betting in the event of any non runner within that 
  group all bets will be void. 
 Baseball 
156) Extra innings if played will count in all markets without exception. 
157) Listed Pitchers : 
 A) If baseball betting is offered on the basis of both listed pitchers 
  starting the game :
  1) Then both pitchers must start the game and throw at
    least one pitch for bets to be valid.
  2) If either pitcher fails to start the game for any reason, 
   the bets will be void. 
158) Head to Head Bets :
 Both the quoted players must compete in the game for bets to be valid. 
 Basketball 
159) Overtime counts in all markets without exception. 
160) Head to Head Bets :
 Both the quoted players must compete in the game for bets to be valid. 
 Bowls 
161) Outright betting is settled on the basis of ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
162) In the event of a match being awarded to a player before the full number 
 of sets being played, then match bets will stand on the official winner, so 
 long as one end has been completed. 
 Cycling 
163) Individual Stage and Outright Betting are settled on the basis of ‘All in 
 Compete or Not’.
164) Dead Heat rules may apply. 
165) In the event of a disqualification, the podium presentation will count as the 
 'weigh in'. 
166) In Group Betting, in the event of a non runner all bets within that group are 
 void. 

Gaelic Games (Hurling & Gaelic Football)
167) Normal Play : 
 A) Unless otherwise stated bets are settled on the result at the end 
  of normal play.  
 B) The term normal play denotes the 60/70 minute period 
  (depending on type of competition) plus any stoppage time. 
 C) Unless otherwise stated normal play will be the basis for 
  settlement of bets on Cup matches. For the avoidance of doubt, 
  the normal result of a Cup match is NOT the result after extra time. 
168) Outright Win :
 Where odds for outright win (i.e. the result after extra time) as well as normal
 play are offered in Cup competitions then the odds initialled by our staff on 
 the slip will identify which of these bets is intended if there is an ambiguity in
  the written instructions.
169) Outright or Championship Betting is settled on the basis of ‘All in 
 Compete or Not’.
 Ice Hockey 
170) Overtime counts on all markets unless otherwise stated on an
  individual event. 
171) Shootouts count for all match markets except total goals markets. 
172) Total 2nd or 3rd period goals markets :
 A) Only the relevant period will count.
 B) OT and Shootouts will not be included. 
173) Head to Head Bets :
 Both the quoted players must compete in the game for bets to be valid. 
 Speedway 
174) Speedway Grand Prix (GP) :
 A) Bets are settled ‘All in Compete or Not’.
 B) In the event of a disqualification, the podium presentation will 
  count as the 'weigh-in' and determine the settlement of bets. 
175) Speedway GP Match Bets: 
 A) Bets are settled on the rider who scores the most points in the 
  meeting.
 B) Dead Heat rules may apply for some positions. 
176) Speedway Handicap Betting : 
 A) Bets are settled on the official result adjusted for the Handicap. 
 B) In the event of an abandoned match all bets will be void, unless 
  the of the remainder of the match would not have affected the 
  result.
177) ‘To Win Heat 13’ bets :
 A) Heat 13 is the scheduled race of riders 1 & 5 from both teams and
   is priced up accordingly. 
 B) All 4 named riders must take part or all bets will be void.
  Skiing  
178) Outright betting is settled ‘All in Compete or Not’. 
179) Dead heat rules apply.
180) Should an event be postponed :
 A) Bets will stand only if the event takes place at the same venue 
  within a seven day period, otherwise bets will be made void.
 B) However, in the case of a World Championship or Olympics :
  1) Then bets will stand on that particular discipline 
   irrespective of whether the time and date of the 
   event are rescheduled.
  2) If the event is abandoned and does not take place, 
   bets will be made void.
 181) Official Result :
 In the event of a disqualification, the podium presentation will count as the 
 'weigh-in' and determine the settlement of bets. 
182) If a meeting has two identical races taking place on separate days and the
 first race is cancelled, then bets struck on the first event will be settled on the
  results of the second race. 
183) Head to Head Bets :
 A) Both the quoted players must compete for bets to be valid. 
 B) Should a competitor start and withdraw, bets struck on this 
  competitor will be deemed losers. 

N NON-SPORTS BETTING (Inc. Politics, TV Specials, Novelty and all 
 Other Markets)
184) Bets on Non-Sports markets are available as singles only, unless otherwise  
 stated.
185) Bets on Non-Sporting events are subject to the Rules of JJBL together with
 the following additions :
 A) Weather :
  1) Bets related to the weather will be settled in line with
    the official bulletins issued by the Meteorological 
   Office.
  2) Bets are accepted in singles only for the named 
   locations on which prices are offered. 
 B) Music & TV :
  1) Bets for the Christmas ‘Number One’ will be settled 
   in line with the final BBC Radio One ‘Pop Chart’ 
   announced on or before Christmas Day. 
  2) Bets on artists or groups not releasing a record will 
   be lost. 
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  3) Bets for the Christmas Day ‘Top TV Programme’ will
   be settled in line with the ratings published by the 
   BARB and will not include any repeated editions of 
   Christmas Day programmes broadcast on other days.
  4) Bets on popular reality TV shows EG ‘Big Brother’,
    ‘X Factor’, etc will be settled in accordance with the 
   shows' rules. 
 C) Politics :
  1) Bets for a General Election or a By-Election are 
   accepted in singles only and will be settled in line 
   with the votes cast on the day of the Election.
  2) The party winning the most seats will be deemed 
   the winner of a General Election and the Speaker, if 
   seeking re-election will not count.
 186) Any additional rules for Non-Sports events will be displayed at the time
 of the event. 
O LOTTERY AND NUMBERS (INCLUDING VIRTUAL) BETTING
187) JJBL accepts Betting Industry and National Lottery bets as advertised in this 
 shop.
 188) Lotteries very according to the frequency of the event (EG daily, weekly 
 etc),  the number of draws taking place at any event (EG 1 draw, 2 draws etc) 
 and whether or not a ‘bonus’ or ‘extra’ ball is drawn in addition to the main 
 draw. ,It is the responsibility of the customer to acquaint themselves with 
 these variations.
189) It is the responsibility of the customer to clearly state the name of the 
 lottery (EG 49’s, Irish etc) of their intended selections, along with the date and
  time of the draw that they are betting on.
190) Bets on Lottery events are subject to the Rules of JJBL together with the 
 following additions :
 A) Acceptance :
  1)  Bets are accepted up to the official UK starting time.
   i)  If we are not satisfied that a bet has been placed 
   prior to the UK start time it will stand for the next 
   such event, unless the customer has specified a 
   particular draw. 
   ii) If for any reason any draw or event does not take 
   place, bets will stand for the next such draw or event 
   unless the customer has specified a particular draw 
   or the bet is cancelled by mutual consent.
  2) JJBL accepts Lottery Bets on customers correctly 
   predicting 1 or more ball from a specified number 
   relevant to that particular lottery. All numbers 
   chosen in one line must be correct to win.
  3) Odds are subject to fluctuation as advertised in this 
   shop.
  4) Lottery bets cannot be combined with any other 
   betting event, nor may two or more draws and/or
   events be combined in accumulative bets.
  5) Full Cover and Multiple bets are accepted on a single 
   lottery draw EG three numbers in a patent (7 bets) 
   on the lunchtime 6 number 49’s draw. Lottery bets 
   will not qualify for consolations or bonuses if placed 
   on our range of special bets.
  6) Exclusively in the acceptance of Rapido bets :
   i)  We accept up to a maximum of 7 numbers, if more
   than 7 are selected then that bet will be void.
   ii) Multiple draw entries apply to the next 
   consecutive Rapid events, including across more
   than one day. 
 B) Settlement :
  1) Unless a draw (time or number) and/or date is clearly 
   specified by the customer all lottery bets will always 
   be settled on the next draw to take place providing : 
   i)  That the next draw accommodates the numbers 
   selected.
   ii) Where the next draw does not accommodate the
   numbers draw.
  2) Where more than one draw or event is selected :
   i)  Unless a draw (time or number) and/or date is 
   clearly specified by the customer bets will be 
   settled on the next such consecutive draws or 
   events to take place. 
   ii) If an additional draw for a particular lottery is 
   introduced after a valid Lottery Bet has been placed, 
   then any multiple lottery bet will not stand against 
   that additional draw unless the date and time of that 
   additional draw was specifically recorded within the
   original bet when it was placed. EG if you choose
   your Lottery Bet to be valid for the next 6 draws, your
   bets will stand against the next 6 draws specified
   and dated on our bet confirmation irrespective of
   any additional draws subsequently added by the
   lottery organisers.
  

  3) If a specified draw(s) has already taken place, then 
   the bet(s) will be made void.  
  4) Unless clearly specified by the customer bonus or 
   extra balls drawn will not count for Lottery bets.
  5) Where a Lottery has two or more draws on the same
    day, unless clearly specified by the customer all bets 
   are based on the result of the first of these draws.
  6) If for any reason a lottery draw is postponed and is 
   rescheduled to another time, all bets on that draw 
   will stand for the rescheduled draw(s) unless 
   cancelled by mutual consent.
 C) Ambiguous Instructions :
  1) Where an instruction indicates a number of 
   selections in excess of JJBL’s acceptance rules, EG a 
   5-fold on an Irish Lottery bet, then that bet shall be 
   void, win or lose.
  2) Where a bet includes one or more illegible or 
   irrelevant figures then each such selection will be 
   treated as a void number and the bet reduced 
   accordingly. EG a bet predicting 3 numbers correct 
   includes 2 readable and 1 illegible figures, then the 
   bet will be treated as a 2 numbers prediction and 
   settled accordingly, win or lose.  
  3) Where a customer indicates how many numbers they 
   want on a slip but the actual number selected is 
   different, then the bet will be settled on the actual 
   number selected.
  4) Where a bet includes the same number more than 
   once, then the number shall count once and be void 
   on all other occasions with the bet settled to the 
   number of valid selections. 
191) Virtual Sports 
 A) Virtual Sports are computer generated presentations of random 
  number draws, in which a different selection represents each 
  number and the first number generated decides which selection 
  wins the event, and where appropriate  which is second and third 
  etc. 
 B) Betting on Virtual Sports follow the same JJBL acceptance and 
  settlement rules as for the relevant real sport, be it Horse or Dog 
  racing or any other sport.
  1) Handicap Races are described as a such to signify the 
   place terms on the race, it does not indicate an equal 
   chance for every horse.
 C) Virtual Sports bets are accepted in win or each-way singles and 
  multiple bets and may also be combined in multiple bets with 
  other races and/or events. 

abb
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